Abstract
Introduction

47
We developed a method to correct the similarity of DNA sequences for sequencing errors. This 48 method, which consists of a simple equation derived using Bayes's theorem, provides an estimate 49 of the original similarity (before introduction of errors). It requires only 1) raw sequence similarity 50 (after introduction of sequencing errors) and 2) error rates (which can be calculated from Phred 51 quality scores).
52
Using our method, we calculated the original sequence similarity, ( ), expected at 53 different values of raw similarity, ( ), and sequencing error rates (Fig. 5) . At 25% raw 54 similarity (that expected for two unrelated sequences), original and raw similarity were equal. At 55 >25% raw similarity, original similarity was higher than raw similarity, and the difference grew 56 larger as raw similarity and the error rate increased.
57
Raw similarity of 97% is a threshold for clustering 16S ribosomal DNA sequences into the 
USEARCH)
5 . An error rate of 0.2% corresponds to those same reads subjected to stringent 64 filtering (removal of reads with more than one expected error with USEARCH) 5 . In sum, original introduced errors at a rate of 1%. Following introduction of errors, the similarity of the reads 70 decreased (cf. Fig. 6A ,B), as expected from Fig. 5 . After applying our method for correcting 71 similarity, the mean similarity increased back to its original value (cf. Fig. 6A ,C). When we 72 introduced errors at only 0.2%, results were similar, but the variance in Fig. 6E and F was less than 73 in Fig. 6B and C. In sum, under the conditions of our simulation, our method provides an unbiased 74 estimate of the original sequence similarity over a range of error rates. The benefit of reducing 75 error was reducing variance in the estimate.
76
Discussion
77
We developed a method to correct the similarity of two DNA sequences for errors in sequencing.
78
The method is simple and requires only 1) raw (observed) sequence similarity and 2) error rates, way to test their accuracy with real communities.
87
Our method requires no clustering and no presumption about which sequences are correct.
88
Moreover, it shows that cluster-based methods are biased. With an error rate of 0.2%, clustering
89
at an apparent (raw) similarity of 97% is in fact done at an actual (original) similarity of 97.39%.
90
If error is not corrected, false clusters will be generated for analysis. Overview. We will derive an equation to correct raw sequence similarity for sequencing errors.
99
The derivation of this equation uses Bayes's theorem and follows from work determining the 100 probability of correct letters in paired-end sequence reads 5 .
101
Let and be the letters of two sequences ( 
106
The letters that are dissimilar are and . We partition as 1 , which originate from , and
[2]
and 117
[3]
We note Simulation of reads. We applied our method for correcting sequence similarity to sets of 147 simulated reads. Reads with = 300 positions each were generated. As above, errors were 148 introduced under the modest assumptions that they 1) occur independently and 2) are in the form 149 of substitutions. Other conditions of the simulation are specified in Fig. 6 . 
